
EVENT MANAGER: AN xRM DYNAMICS SOLUTION

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
When looking to run an event, whether it’s internal training, conferences, large scale 

events or corporate hospitality, organisations face a variety of challenges.

Manually managing delegate registration and ensuring all registrations are captured and followed 

up creates a lot of administrative work and ensuring every response or enquiry is answered is time 

consuming. Efficiency is affected, and less time can be focussed on providing delegates with an 

enjoyable, fluid and informative experience.

Providing any sort of customised journey or tailored interaction for individual delegates’ en mass 

proves impossible as data is held in separate disparate systems or spreadsheets.

In addition, when organising any event, one or more individuals will ultimately have to manage data, 

usually utilising a number of separate spreadsheets. Sharing this data is difficult, and version control 

quickly becomes a challenge as multiple individuals require access at any given time from multiple 

locations. Ensuring everyone is able to see the latest version of information can prove difficult.

Perhaps most importantly, without being able to appreciate the successes and failings of events, 

organisations are unable to make informed decisions about how to fine tune and improve them in 

the future. Beyond direct sales/sign ups at the event itself, achieving insight into what has and has 

not worked can be difficult, as internal stakeholders’ views may be skewed. The question remains: 

Without knowing an event’s success, how can organisers justify running them?

THE SOLUTION – EVENT MANAGER FROM GAP CONSULTING
Event Manager from Gap Consulting enables organisations to take control, 

optimise event management processes and enhance customer data. It is suitable 

for organisations looking to run training, conferences, large-scale events, corporate 

hospitality or any other event, who want to leverage the customer relationship.

The Event Manager solution provides organisations with full self-sufficiency to run their own events, 

removing the need for event management outsourcing and saving the associated costs. In this way 

it ensures each event provides maximum ROI and allows organisations to continually fine-tune, hone 

and amend their event strategy. By connecting event management to other business processes and 

providing a single system to manage customer data, Event Manager also enhances customer insight.

As a component of the xRM platform, organisations can utilise the solution alone, or alongside 

other components to enable further efficiency gains and enhancements.

 I’d say that partnering 

 with Gap Consulting 

has been one of the best 

decisions we’ve made in six 

years and given us our best 

return on investment  

in the last ten years. 

Jon Thorpe, Managing Director, ACS

Optimise your event performance and  
get the most from customer profiles



WHY GAP CONSULTING?
Gap Consulting has been delivering tailored 

event management solutions to organisations 

across a variety of industries for over 6 years. 

Our focus is on providing each client with 

an event management solution that ensures 

maximum ROI, and gives our clients the 

required insight to proactively repeat successful 

events and fine tune those that were less so.

With a successful track record of implementing 

solutions that seamlessly integrate with 

Microsoft Dynamics CRM, we ensure you can 

leverage your customer information to provide 

flexible, individually tailored user registration 

journeys to individual delegates. 

WHAT TO DO NEXT 
To find out more about how the Event 

Manager solution can revolutionise the 

way that you manage events, contact 

Gap consulting on 0800 019 2406 or 

info@gapconsulting.co.uk and one of our 

consultants will be happy to discuss your 

requirements further.

OPTIMISE YOUR EVENT PERFORMANCE AND GET THE MOST FROM CUSTOMER PROFILES

Dynamic and customised

The Event Manager solution provides 

branded, flexible, customer-oriented online 

registration portals that utilise pre-defined 

rules and existing customer insight to deliver a 

truly individual user experience.

Portals provide multiple registration options 

dependent on delegate type (such as attendee 

or sponsor) that deliver a completely tailored 

registration journey, plus multi-track event 

management options, that allow delegates 

to select and book specific meetings and 

seminars from separate tracks at the same 

event. In addition, the registration page’s 

status can change from “available”, to 

“limited space” and “waiting list” as the 

number of registered delegates rises, set to 

predefined numbers. 

Automated communications

Event Manager provides automated, tailored 

customer communications such as reminder 

emails and post-event satisfaction surveys 

that can be setup to ensure delegates are 

kept up to date and the event remains front 

of mind, without the hassle and cost of 

manual communications.

Content managed from CRM

Content management and creation for 

Event Manager’s portals is handled from 

directly within the Microsoft Dynamics CRM 

environment, with the choice to update or 

amend content and interface using Gap 

Consulting’s xRM solution. Event Manager’s 

online payment system provides the 

capability to incorporate selected discounts, 

e-voucher payments and other promotional 

payment methods.

Seamlessly integrated

Event Manager integrates seamlessly with 

Microsoft Dynamics CRM, providing a single, 

powerful customer record and ensuring data 

integrity across the entire organisation. Event 

Manager can also be easily developed to 

integrate with other Microsoft and  

non-Microsoft solutions.

Powerful real-time reporting

Event Manager’s dashboards and reporting 

tools allow you to see real time data about all 

current or previous events, giving you simple 

yet powerful insight and allowing you to focus 

on the areas that require the most attention.

THE BENEFITS
• Save time and cost of exporting/

reimporting data with Microsoft Dynamics 

CRM integration leveraging all standard 

features and functionality

• Improve internal collaboration and data 

efficiency by enabling you to build a single 

and powerful customer profile which can 

be utilised to retarget them across your 

organisation

• Reduces administration and enable large 

volumes of registration by removing the 

need for manual delegate registration the 

requirement to rekey data 

• Provides full traceability and increases 

efficiency through automation of common 

business rules and escalations/alerts – 

ensuring every action is taken and relevant 

parties notified

• Improve registration speed and 

effectiveness with intuitive portals ensuring 

you capture data before delegates lose interest

• Reinforce brand identity with fully 

branded registration site

• Provide peace of mind to delegates – 

registration is tailored at individual level, 

demonstrating an understanding of the 

delegate, their wants and requirements

• Enhance communications by providing 

automated emails to delegates or 

notifications to event organisers to contact 

delegates directly, as necessary

• Increase efficiency and delegate take-up 

by running multiple simultaneous events 

and displaying those relevant to delegates 

in registration portal, allowing sign up for 

multiple events at once

• Improve understanding of event success, 

current sign ups and customer satisfaction 

by utilising real time dashboards and 

reporting tools

For further information contact
Gap Consulting Ltd, 1 Royal Court

Gadbrook Way, Gadbrook Park,  

Northwich, Cheshire, CW9 7UT

Tel: 0800 019 2406

www.gapconsulting.co.uk

xRM is the term we use when we extend 

Microsoft Dynamics CRM to cater for 

business or department specific data 

and processes such as HR Management. 

Microsoft Dynamics CRM is a highly 

flexible platform built with xRM in mind.

 Gap Consulting works flexibly with you as your needs 

 change and not only configures the system but can also 

provide web services for interfacing with other systems.  

In particular, they are great at working to deadlines  

and budgets and getting the job done. 

Tim Lancaster, Transition Director, Carbon Trust


